
Citi Neo II

Include:

Jogger pram
Bottle holder

Highlights:

Wthin seconds - folded up with only one hand 

sophisticated folding system

very compact - also for your daily life with bus or train

bottle and accessory tray on handle

large shopping basket

flexible Jogger - perfect for shopping tours

Productimages:
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Citi Neo II

Citi Neo II - quick and nimble, with an innovative folding technique. This buggy loves
stairs as much as it does buses or trains. Citi Neo II can be folded down quickly and
compactly with just one hand, leaving the other hand free for your child, so you can
comfortably carry it or store it in your car. 

Along with its low weight, Citi Neo II also has an impressively large shopping basket and
swiveling and locking front wheels, making it particularly maneuverable in constricted,
pedestrianized zones. 

If exploring tires out your little one, adjust the backrest with just one hand. The footrest is
also multi-adjustable. Keep a constant eye on your little one through the net fabric in the
canopy that also provides ventilation. Small items can be stored in the pocket in the
canopy. There is room on the drinks/accessories shelf for bottles, keys or a mobile
phone.

Your little one will always be safe on the move thanks to the padded, 5-point belt and
front bar. A handbrake that works on both sides reliably secures the buggy when you take
a break.
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Citi Neo II

Colorvariants
311066 Caviar Stone 311073 Caviar Aqua

Equipment characteristics

One Hand Fold

Suspension

One Hand Backrest adjustment

Bottle holder with large tray

Plastic wheel

Locking brake

Large shopping basket

Wipeable

Features

Back rest inclination 100 - 147 °

Adjustable back rest (different positions or continuously) 4 x

Adjustable foot rest 4 x

Detachable canopy

Detachable cover

Detachable front bar

Lockable and swivelling front wheels

Detachable front wheels

Detachable rear wheels 

5-point harness system
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Citi Neo II

Measurements and weights

Weight buggy ( in total) 7,7 kg

Measurements folded (min.) 90 x 56,5 x 37 cm

Measurements built-up (max.) 98 x 56,5 x 102 cm

Seat width 33 cm

Height of handle 102 cm

Measurements lying area 82 cm

Lengths of seat and back rest 22 / 47 cm

Wheel diameter (back wheel) 18 cm

Wheel diameter (front wheel) 18 cm

Buggy / push chair: From 0 month to 15 kg

Sending information

Pack size 46 x 27,5 x 87 cm

Weight total single item (without box) 7,7 kg

Weight total single item (incl. box) 9 kg
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Citi Neo II

Lifestyle Image
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